IMPACT '09
Planting seeds for the future.
I am thrilled to write to you as chair of the Board of Directors of Camp Judaea. It is an honor and privilege for me to be able to give back to an institution that has transformed my life, my children’s lives. For 50 years, Camp Judaea has touched the lives of over 10,000 people. As any CJ alumnus will tell you, “The Camp Judaea Family” is not simply a slogan or a catch-phrase; it is the essence of who we are. It’s that family atmosphere that make Camp Judaea so special.

I want to take this opportunity to thank our director Sandra Bass, and our staff, for their commitment to our mission and traditions and providing outstanding camping experiences to our children.

*Todah Rabah* to our volunteers, alumni and visionary Board of Directors for embracing the challenge to renovate, enhance, and invest in our facility while maintaining and honoring camp Judaea’s rich history and tradition.

The next few years will be incredibly exciting as we embark on our first major capital campaign. For almost five decades, Camp Judaea has provided high-quality, dynamic, educational experiences. Our challenge is to renovate our facility to match our excellent programs, create endowments that will maintain our facility, programs and scholarships so will can continue to positively impact the Jewish identities and love for Israel, for our campers.

Together we create tomorrow’s leaders. We hope that you will enjoy the information in this report as together, we continue to plants seeds for the future.

*Todah Rabah* for all of your support,

Karen Eisler
Chairman of the Board

“For there is no place like Camp Judaea for our children. From the time camp ends they are counting the months and days until they can return”
Mission

To provide a high-quality, fun, and educational program that enhances each camper and staff member’s Jewish identity and love for Israel while also providing the opportunity for individual growth, social experience and an appreciation of nature.

Letter from the Director

Camp Judaea provides an excellent Jewish and Zionist summer overnight experience for children. Camp Judaea strengthens the Jewish identity of its campers by teaching them about the State of Israel and its centrality to the Jewish people, fostering personal growth and providing well-rounded group experiences in a natural outdoor environment. The reputation for excellence at Camp Judaea is based on five decades of experience. We are proud that over 40% of our campers are children of Alumni. Over 85% of our staff attended Camp Judaea as campers and want to ensure current campers have similar meaningful experiences they once had in this special environment.

Campers learn about the five pillars that define our overnight camp experience: Zionism, Judaism, social experience, individual growth and the appreciation of nature. We teach the importance of tzedakah and social service. For example, the 6th grade campers learn about Jewish and Zionist heroes. Campers define human qualities that heroes are composed of versus the color of a cape.

The older campers learn about their Jewish identity and develop a more defined understanding of their role as a Jew. Bar and Bat Mitzvah age campers learn the importance of Mitzvot and Tzedakah. It is my hope that our campers have the foundation and power to make a difference in the world.

Thank you to the Board of Directors, staff, alumni and supporters for their generous contributions to Camp Judaea. We do make a difference in the Jewish lives of our campers!

With great appreciation,

Sandra Bass

A Little Bit of Israel in the Heart of the Blue Ridge Mountains
C a m p  J u d a e a
At a Glance

- 489 campers attended in the 2009 summer season out of a capacity of 500.
- Camp Judaea ranked 14% higher than the national average for Jewish identity building according to the Foundation for Jewish Camp customer satisfaction survey.
- 1.5 million dollars has been raised for our Capital Campaign.
- Camp Judaea raised $60,000 for scholarship in addition to the generous gifts allocated by Hadassah, federations and synagogues.
- The Grinspoon Institute invited Camp Judaea to participate in their national legacy program.
- Camp Judaea is now on Facebook and Twitter. In addition, we have created two blogs. Join us for the latest news.

"CJ Provides each child, no matter what observance, with a true sense of Jewish identity and a deep love for Israel."

Expenses 2008-2009

- Salaries, 21.2%
- Facility, 11.0%
- Administration, 13.5%
- Program, 31.3%
- Medical, 3.4%
- Insurance, 9.6%
- Kitchen, 8.0%
- Board of Directors, 2.0%
Water is essential for healthy growth
Program

Going Green
Just as we teach Judaism by living Judaism, Camp Judaea initiated a major overhaul of its nature program this year and incorporated more environmental options all over the facility. Two vegetable gardens were planted, one for learning and the other for harvesting. Vegetables harvested in our garden were served at the salad bar. We invited a local farmer to camp to teach the campers about composting. Food waste was composted throughout the summer and used in our garden. Two of the units went to a local nature education center during first session and planted trees. Our children learned about water and energy conservation. Each child brought one CFL bulb to replace less efficient options. The total energy saved by the bulbs is half a ton. We replaced all of the disposable plates, silverware, and table covers with reusable items and reduced our waste by 16 bags per day. That is about 960 bags of trash saved from the land fill. Each person in camp received a water bottle and saved 22 cases of disposable cups.
Training

Launch Pad Fellowship
Camp Judaea was invited to participate in the fellowship program by the Foundation for Jewish Camp. The fellowship program allowed 3 first year supervisors to attend an extensive training seminar, receive advice from a mentor, and an additional stipend.

ACHVA Fellowship
Returning staff members from our Israeli Delegation participated as ACHVA Fellows. Each participant attended multiple educational seminars throughout the year. The ACHVA Fellowship is sponsored by the Avichai Foundation.

Executive Leadership Institute (ELI)
ELI provides seasoned professionals in the field of Jewish camp with the business, management, and leadership skills required to enrich their camps and compete in the summer marketplace. ELI weaves the best of private sector practice in leadership and management development together with Jewish values and ethics to create the premier training program for camp professional leaders. Sandra Bass, director, participated in this 14 month program and graduated as a Fellow on December 9, 2009. We are extremely grateful to the Foundation for Jewish Camp and the Marcus Foundation for this amazing opportunity.

“It’s not a place you have to think about going to. It’s a place you know you look forward to going each summer.”
Our campers mostly come from the Southeast United States. We had a pretty even split between males and females. 80 of our campers applied for scholarship which is about 16%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Where are they from?</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Orthodox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>Reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland/DC</td>
<td>Reconstructionist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Rico</td>
<td>Unaffiliated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other areas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Investments in our Future

Annual Campaign

Fundraising for Scholarships was the focus the Annual Campaign this year. Due to the nature of the economy, great efforts were made to raise revenue to maximize the number of campers that needed financial support.

The Marcus Foundation challenged Camp Judaea to raise $30,000 with a 1:1 match allowing us to offer over $60,000 in assistance to so many campers.

Thank you to the Marcus Foundation for helping us raise in excess of $120,000 over the past two years.

As part of the Annual Campaign, funds were also raised for various programming and education initiatives.

Thank you to all of our Annual Campaign supporters.

Capital Campaign

In 2007, a team of architects were hired to create a facilitates assessment with the objective of embracing the challenge of change and enhancing our unique facility.

The 118 acre site comprised of 58 buildings used for operations, camper and staff housing and programs.

While the experience of Camp Judaea has been one of excellence, the physical facility is in need of refurbishing. The Board of Directors is committed to maintaining the same atmosphere of camp, but recognizes the need to build for the future. In 2008 we began raising funds to meet these challenges and have raised 1.5 million dollars. We are grateful to the Harold Grinspoon Foundation for mentoring us, providing direction, and offering us unique matching gift programs. This year we participated and completed Phase 1 of Raise your Match 2. The current matching opportunity to raise $200,000 in gifts of $3,600 or larger by April, 2010 will provide us with a pool of an additional $100,000 to draw upon.

A major fundraising initiative will focus on increasing camper capacity by building new cabins. In addition, current Phase 1 projects include the outdoor amphitheater, the water trampoline and slide at the lake, Israel Culture Center Conversion, the Kitchen/Chadar Ochel Renovation and the new Visual Arts Center.

Camp Judaea is dedicated to continuing the Jewish adventure and experience. Join us by investing in our future.

Projects in the works:

Lake Additions: this summer a water trampoline and slide was purchased for the lake.
Amphitheater: $93,500 raised
Israel Culture Center Conversion: $132,000 raised
Kitchen/Chadar Ochel Renovation: $98,000 raised
Visual Arts Center: $100,000 Pledged

Little pots waiting to be filled.
Camp Judaea was selected to participate in the Grinspoon Foundation’s legacy program. As a participant of the program, upon receiving 25 Letters of Intent, we were eligible for a $10,000 check. We are happy to report that we surpassed our goal of 25 commitments and were able to secure over 50. We are very honored to have such committed friends.

We currently have a total $185,000 in legacy pledges, and 9 Letters of Intent from members who committed a percentage of their estate to Camp Judaea.

We are honored to announce that Harold Grinspoon has joined our legacy society and we are hoping to host Harold at camp in the near future.

Todah rabah to all of our Legacy Society members that have committed to be our partners for a lifetime.
Legacy Society Members

Sandra Bass
Stephanie Bejar
Joe Belitzky
Michael Belitzky
Michele Burger
Sandee Burger
Leah Chanin
Al Cohn
Karen Eisler
Samuel Mintzer Fuchs
Janette Garmizo
Jaime Garmizo
Holly Gelfand
Clara Gillman
Marsha Habif Gilbert
Gail Goldstein
Lori Goldstein
Harold Grinspoon
Farlen Halikman
Daniel Karchem
Michelle Kohn
Ari Kurtz
Norman Levine
Abby Levine
Elizabeth Levine
Alison Mars
Rick Mars
Seth Mathlery
Robin Mendelson
Melanie Mintzer

Diane Padellan
Mindy Pollack
Thelma (Teddy) Pottruck
Elisa Profeta
Edria Ragosin
Francine Raizes
Michael Ramer
Linda Satlof
Sara Schermer
Bari Schlam
Gregory Schlam
Ilana Schlam
Samuel Schlam
Tara Solomiany
Diane Taub
Daniel Tokar
Daniel Tuchman
Gila Tuchman
Rachel Elias Wein
David Weiss
Sherri Weiss
Bretta Weissman-Schachner
Michael White
Our Donors

Sandra Abel
Stephanie Abrams
Ackerman Family
Jacky and Gina Aizenman
Lauren Alexander
Avram Arian
Miriam Aron
Yari and Yael Aron
Barbara Baccari
Cindy Lisa Balan
Celia Balavram
Kimberly Bardy
Rachel Barich
Susan Barton
Ur and Rachel Barzel
Nathan and Rachel Bearman
Mary Becker
Lori Behar
Rafael and Lori Bejar
Susan and Les Bender
Alan Benenson
Diana Berezdivin
Ariele Bernard
Les Berghash
Jodi Berger
Jennifer Bernstein
Bonnie Bernstein-Doobrow
Dianne Bessen
Michelle and Joel Bigelman
Nicolette Bildork
David Blaker
Hilary Blank
Mindy Bloom
Muriel Bloom
Staci Bluestein
Steven Bombart
Jay and Michelle Botwinick
Deborah and Sam Brackstone
Adina Bratz
The Bressler Family
Michele and Howard Brill
Belle Brody
Sarah Brooks
Brianna Brown
Nanci Brown
Andrew and Michele Burger
Sandee and Al Burger
Susan Burger Greenberg
Sharon Cadoff
Alexis Caroff
Johanna Chanin
Leah Chanin
Rebecca Chanin
Scott Chanin
Terri Clark
Daniel Cohen
Gail Cohen
Leonard Cohen
Marsha Cohen
Rachel Cohen
Seth Cohen
Wallace Cohen
Rachel Cohen Feingold
Al Cohn
Seth Cohn
Adrianne Cone
Roz Cooper
Barbara Corman
Erin Cottrell
Deborah Covitz
Albert and Pearl Daube
David and Susan Daube
Naama Davidai
Rebecca and Ben Davidowitz
Arielle Davis
Bob and Nancy Davis
Eva Davis
Scott and Carolyn Davis
Victor and Harriet Dembrow
Belinda Denn
Julie Denver
Alyssa Diaz
Michelle Domb
Madelyn Donoff
Evelyn Drezner-Faigenblat
Karen Eisler
David Elias
Laura Emanuel
Debra Engel
Julie Epstein
Kira Epstein
Jennifer and Sam Essak
Sarah Evans
Barbara Extein
Bryant Falk
The Farber Family
Jan and Gerald Feldman
Sue Felsenfeld
Heather Fertig
Marc and Elena Finer
Rachel Finglass
Mindy Finkelstein
Rochelle and Robert Finvarb
Rachel Fischbein Landis
Mr. and Mrs Martin Fish
David Frager
Laura Freed
Lisa Frelich Geda
Judith Freund
Andrea Gabriel
J Galanos
Beth Gallagher
Jaime and Janette Garmizo
Jessica Garmizo
Janie Garnett
Michael Gaut
Harris and Deborah Gellman
Natalia Ghitelman
Alan Gilbert
Marsha Gilbert
Clara Gillman
Debbie Glinsky-Serbin
Jamie Glogovsky
Dana and Jacques Godel
Arthur Gold
Barbara Goldberg
Jack and Linda Goldfarb
Florence Goldin
Barry and Gail Goldstein
Janet Goldstein
Suzanne Goodis
Ilanit Goodman
Dana Gorfinkel
Neil Gorme
Phyllis Gothelf Silverstein
Anna Gronbeck-Tedesco
Alan Gross
Beth Gudenrath
Lisa Gurin
Jackie Hajdenberg
Julio and Vicky Hajdenberg
Michelle Hajdenberg
Farlen Halikman
Robin Hartzman
Amy Hathaway
Allison Hauser
Florence Hecht
Mark and Joyce Herman
Claire Herschaft
Cheryl Hersh
Michael Hertzig
Carey Herman
Kathy Hess
The Higer Family
Samantha Higer
Emily Hoffman
Joseph and Wendy Honigman
The Honigsblum Family
Christiana Hooks
Jenny Horn
Steven Joachim
Bruce Johnson
Pamela and David Jones
Susie Jones
Edyce Kabran
Ronald and Leah Kabran
Sherry & Ron Raizes Kabran
Hani Kahan
Caren Kamlet
Stephanie Kanarek
Rachel Kansas
Lawrence Kanter
Rosemarie and David Kanter
Joel and Jody Kantrowitz
Marcy Kaplan
Moriel Kaplan
Andrew Kapustin
Daniel Karchem
Minerva Katz
Martha Katz-Hyman
Andy and Rosanne Kauss
Charles Kauss
Jean and Jerry Kent
Nancy Kerstein
Sheila Kerzner
Randall and Valerie Kessler
Sandra Klausner
Alan Klein
Jane and Douglas Kleinfeld
Dan and Devi Knapp
Michelle Kohn
Mark Kram
Randi Kraus
Alberto Krieger
Myra Krulik
David and Jane Kulbersh
Ralph and Viv Kurland
Ari Kurtz
Esther Labovitz
Kavitha Ladnier
Gerald and Eleanor Lamb
Linda Lane
Karen and Mike Lasday
Bernardo and Vivian Lazoff
Lenore LaVine
Michal LaVine
The Lawson Family
David and Lisa Lazan
Gail Lazarus
Rachel Lazoff
Brenda Lazoff Menda
Jack and Gail Leib
Mindy Leis
Sandor and Susan Lenner
Carmen Leonard
Dahlia Lessne
Tori Levi
Carolyn Levine
Jeff Levine
Lynne Levine
Anita Levy
Sam Levy
Sandra Levy
Heather Lewis
Karina Lifschitz
Bobbie Limor
Leslie Lipson
Joel and Sam Liss
Deana and Budd Litowitz
Annie Little
Herbert and Brooke Loebl
Samy Loebl
Penny Lukin
Corine Luria
Eddie and Becky Lusky
Tania Lusky
Sheila Magerman
Phyllis and Lenny Major
Robert and Cindi Marcellus
Ariella Mars
Alison Mars
Alona and Yeshua Martinez
Angela Matemotja
Charlotte Mausolf
Sarah McMaster
Roger Medvin
Dale and Dana Meeks
Jeffrey and Ofira Melnick
Brenda Menda
Robin Mendelson
Jonathan Meola
Michelle and Robert Merlin
Shirley Michalove
Henry and Jan Miller
Valerie and Jesse Mitran
Neomi Mizrahi
Randy Moomjian
Ari Moore
Sandra Morris
David Moskowitz
Dori Moss
Frank Moss
Joshua and Anna Needle
Susan Nehab
Gail Newman
Tama and Ellen Oppenheimer
Melinda Oppe
David Owen
Alon and Nicole Ozer
Marc Parc
Toby Parker White
Allan and Myra Paul
Barry Peck
Marilyn and Melvin Perling
Robert Petris
Nathan Pinchuk
Marlene Pinsky Klein
Loren Pollack
Mindy and Daniel Pollack
Alexis Pomerantz
David & Emily Scott Pottruck
Teddy & Leonard Pottruck
Mike and Cynthia Pousman
Hal Price
Jose and Linda Prieto
Branco & Susan Radulovacki
Edria Ragosin
Francine Raizes
Bryna Rapp
Richard and Lori Reisman
Mildred Riesenberg
Lee Robinson
Suzy and Raymond Robinson
Shai and Linda Robkin
Myrna and Stuart Rodkin
Charles Roffe
Paul Rogers
Robin Roschko-Cohen
Rosalind Rosen
Dorene Rosenthal
Andrew Rosin
Eric Ross
Heidi and Michael Rotberg
Danielle Rubenstein
Yochanan & Michal Rubinstein
Jami Rudofsky
The Rusgo Family
Terry Rydz
Galina Sabbag
Alicia Sachs
Barbara and David Sadowsky
Lawrence & Lisa Saltzman
The Saltz Family
Renee Sanders
Carolyn Sandler
Scott Sapperstein
Claire Satlof
Linda Satlof
David Satlof
Lynn Satlof-Karas
William & Martha Scarborough
Bretta Schachner
Rebekah Schachner
Mitchell Schermer
Sara Schermer
Marissa Schimmel
Bari Schlam
Greg and Ilana Schlam
Seymour Schlossberg
Lawrence & Rachel Schonberger
Judith Schram
Lewis and Zena Schulman
Mona Schuster
Barbara Schwartz
Greta Schwartz
Jeffrey Schwartz
Susan Schwartz
Claudia Sedighim
Mindy and Gabi Selcer
The Serbin Family
Gillian Sescoe
The Seskin Family
Sandra Shapiro
Steve and Joy Shavitz
Phyllis Shavitz
Marcia Shloush
Alexander and Lisa Shub
Ileana and Sender Shub
Tania Shub
Bernard Silver
Joanna Silver
Michael Silver
Michelle Silver
Shevy Silverberg
Judi Silverstein
Sharon Sisselsky
David Smith
Carol Soble
Alex and Tara Solomiany
Lauri Sompres
Philip and Ellen Spandorfer
Roni Spitzer
Eric and Evelyn Steckler
Dena Stein
James Steinberg
Robert and Ellen Steinberg
Diane Steren
George and Margie Stern
Michael and Vicki Stewart
Claire Stiglitz
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Tabakin
Judith Tankel
Robert and Terri Tankel
Vicki Taranto Stein
Jerome Tillinger
Lesley and Ken Tobin
Daniel Tokar
Marney Tokar
Melanie Topper
The Treister Family
Gila and Danny Tuchman
Sam and Allyson Tuck
Wendy Turner
Jeffrey and Karen Ulm
Roselle and Stanley Ungar
Daya Vaidya
Lara Vaidya
Abbe Vallen
Stanley and Diane Vickers
Wendy Wahn
Joel Wasserman
Rachel and David Wein
Stephen and Liva Wein
Steven Weiner
Maxwell and Helen Weisberg
Nikki Weisbord
Daniel and Sherri Weiss
David Weiss
Linda Weiss
Nanette Wesley
C.G Weston
Eric Weston
Ilissa Whitehead
Adi Wilk
Seth and Michelle Wolnek
Matt Wolner
Charlotte Wolpe
Debra Wright
Meredith and Tavi Yehudai
Denna Yorker Gerber
Philip Zaleon
Jerome and Florence Zales
Daniela Zanzuri
Ruth Zelcer
Melissa Zuckerman
Janna Zwerner
Thank you.
Our Near Future

We are so excited to be planning our future! Recently a group of us met with our architects to plan out the look of our amphitheater. This space will be a beautiful outdoor theater that will be used for plays, presentations, musical concerts and much more. We will be breaking ground on this project in April and the amphitheater will be complete by opening day this summer. We are funding this project with the sale of personalized bricks. If you are interested in donating a brick, please contact our office.

In addition to the amphitheater, we spent time designing the future cabins that we would like to build. The new cabin areas will be located behind the ampicol and in the field between beit segel and the pool. The new location will offer more privacy from the highway at the front of camp.

Due to a generous donation from the Potttruck family, we will be able to start on Phase 1 of the Israel Culture Center renovation (the MC/old chadar ochel). We will also be starting on a renovation of our kitchen to accommodate our growing population.

A huge thank you to all of our donors that are making these projects a reality. If you are interested in contributing to any of our future projects, please contact Greg Schlam at 404-634-7883 or gregschlam@campjudaea.org.